Growing Your DNA Project —
Recruiting is an Ongoing Process
by Susan C. Meates (DNA Advisor, Member 3710)

T

he recruiting process involves making persons aware
of the DNA Project, developing their interest,
building trust and rapport, answering their questions,
overcoming any objections, selling discovery, and then asking
them to participate. If cost is an issue, you may need to find
several persons in their family tree to help sponsor the cost
of the test kit.
One can visualize the recruiting process as a horizontal pipe.
On the right side, you put prospects into the pipe. They travel
through the pipe at various speeds, as you develop interest,
build trust and rapport, answer questions, sell discovery, and
overcome objections. Some travel slowly. Others may travel
quickly. There are a few holes in the bottom of the pipe,
where some drop out. The end goal is that most of those
that go into the pipe come out the other end as participants.
As the prospect travels through the pipe, they may have
standard concerns, or concerns that you haven’t heard
before. These concerns are known as objections.

Anticipating Objections

If you get an objection you have never heard before — start
by asking some questions so that you fully understand the
situation. Then, if possible and relevant, agree with the
person or show empathy. An example of bonding followed
by overcoming the objection: “I understand your concern
about privacy. Let me share with you how it is handled…”
Or “That is a good question.” Always works toward making
them feel important.
If you don’t have an answer to overcome their objection,
that is fine: “I share your concern. I would like to look into
the situation further and get back to you with how it works”
and then you can get help or figure out the answer or think
about the best presentation of the answer.

Knowing when to Ask for Participation

With practice, you will know when to ask for participation,
or be able to get them to ask you how they can participate.
Until that time, it is a balancing act. If you ask too soon,
before their concerns are addressed, you will get a No. If you
don’t ask soon enough, you can also lose them.

As you get experience, you will be able to identify standard
objections, and tailor your presentation to address these,
so they are removed from consideration. For example, the
word DNA scares people. You anticipate this reaction, so you
refer to the test as a harmless genealogy test.

Some open-ended questions can give you a clue as to where the
person stand in the process. This process is called a trial close.
“What are your thoughts about the DNA Project based on xxx”
where xxx is some action such as your explanation, their visit to
the project website, or reading some information.

Overcoming Objections

Positive statements tell you it is time to ask for participation,
such as: ‘All my questions were answered. I see how you used
DNA testing to identify different trees; I’ve always wanted to
know more about my origin.’

An objection is a reason or concern on the part of the
participant to not take action. Trust and rapport are needed
so the participant feels comfortable in asking questions
or voicing their concern. Perhaps they are afraid of the
government. If they are afraid to ask — then you never find
out, so you can’t overcome this objection, by telling them
that the DNA test result does not identify a person, and since
there is no chain of custody, the results are of no interest to
the police, the government, or insurance companies.
A significant objection is where the person tells you quickly that
they aren’t interested. Addressing this early in the sales cycle
is difficult, though not impossible. The technique is to back up
in the cycle to where you get to a place of building trust and
rapport, and then go forward with developing interest. If you
are just starting to recruit participants, you may want to put
this person on hold, and try again in a few months after you
have more experience. You could say: “I’m sorry that I haven’t
communicated effectively about this tremendous opportunity
for you to learn more about your male ancestors, your distant
origin, and your surname. I’d like to get back to you in six
months, and share with you the progress the project has made.”
Very few people will reject this option, and that keeps the door
open to try to motivate and interest him in the future.
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Negative responses or more questions say that the prospect
isn’t ready yet. You have more objections to overcome, and
more trust and rapport to build. They are still in the pipe.

Experience Leads to Success

As you recruit more persons, you will become more skilled at
recruiting. Building up donations so you can offer paid test
kits, or finding people in a tree to fund the testing for that
tree, enables you to eliminate the cost objection, and focus
on your message of the discoveries they will make and the
benefits of these discoveries. It gets easier. The first one is
usually the hardest since it is a new experience.

Help is Available

When you are ready to add DNA to your one-name study, the DNA
Advisor is here to help, including setting up your project with
proven marketing material. Simply write: DNA@one-name.
org. You will receive a completely setup project, that you can
modify, along with an easy-to-follow 20-step Getting Started
n
email and a sample recruiting email and letter.
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